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 ALL SAINTS’  
Homework and Revision 

A useful place to start is the school homework policy, which can be found on  

the ‘Homework and revision’ section under the ‘Curriculum’ tab on the school  

website. 

This policy outlines the purpose of homework, the different format of  

homework set, expectations linked to the completion and monitoring of  

homework and guidance on the amount of time students should be spending  

on homework. Some of the pertinent aspects of the policy are summarised below -: 

Purpose of homework 
According to the EEF (2023), homework is defined as: 

• “Tasks given to pupils by their teachers to be completed outside of usual lessons”.  

• Homework activities comprise of work completed at home, within our school library or  

at homework club. They are set by teachers to develop student independent learning  

and / or knowledge retrieval skills -: 

• To encourage students to develop the skills, confidence and motivation to study  

effectively on their own; 

• To consolidate and reinforce the skills and understanding developed at school; 

• To extend school learning to engage and inspire students; 

• To allow students to practise their study skills, including self-quizzing, in new contexts 

so they can retain knowledge and further their learning; 

• To provide opportunities for personalised learning where the task given is specific to  

students’ individual learning needs; 

• To develop and sustain the involvement of parents in the management of students’  

learning, and keep them informed about the work students are doing; 

• To help students manage demands of courses, e.g. coursework; 

• To ensure students recognise the links between good study habits and higher standards  

of achievement. 

Types of homework  
The most frequent types of homework set include self-quizzing from All Saints’ Absolutes 

(Knowledge organisers) and opportunities for students to practise skills and develop or apply 

knowledge independently. There are ‘how to’ video demonstrations on three self-quizzing  

techniques (Look-cover-say-write-check, brain dumps and flashcards) to support both students  

and parents on the school website (Scan the Qr code above).  

Extended written responses (including essay or exam-style questions) would also be an  

appropriate means of homework to allow students to demonstrate their understanding.  

On occasions, homework may also be provided in the following formats -: 

• Reading 

• Researching 

• Independent response to verbal or written feedback 

• Problem-solving activities 

• Coursework or other relevant project-based work 

• Revision based activities 

• Completion of questions to test knowledge on online platforms such as Dr Frost (Maths). 



 

 ALL SAINTS’  
Homework 

Self-Quizzing 
The majority of homework set for students, will take the form of self-quizzing. Expectations 

for the format of self-quizzing homework is outlined below -: 

Self-quizzing homework should take place in the back of student exercise books unless  

specifically instructed otherwise by a department. 

Students should include the date, a clear title outlining the subject and the topic that they will 

be self-quizzing on. 

Students should take at least 30 minutes on their self-quizzing homework for each subject. 

Students should follow the format for self-quizzing homework modelled by the teacher. For 

independent revision, students can use the techniques that they feel most effective for them. 

Students should write out the information on the relevant section of their absolute in black or 

blue pen. 

Corrections and improvements should be written by the student in green pen. 

The section where students write questions for themselves to test their knowledge, should be 

located below student notes on the absolutes. 

It is recommended that students test themselves (or are tested by others e.g. parents) at least 

three times before the homework is due. 

Students will be routinely tested on the content covered by self-quizzing homework, hence it 

is vital that self-quizzing homework is completed in a timely manner. 

Support your child with 

homework 

Your child should have homework set by  

every subject each week and this should  

always be recorded in their organiser.  

To help your child stay on top of homework it 

is useful to check their organiser on a nightly 

basis to ensure that they are doing the  

homework that has been set.  

Also it is helpful if you check over your 

child’s work to ensure that an adequate amount of time and effort has gone into it.  

Often students rush through homework to spend more time on other pursuits so parents can 

play an important role in ensuring that independent work at home is done properly. If there 

appears to be little homework recorded in your child’s organiser it may be that they are not 

writing their work down. It may be useful to contact school if you feel your child is not  

spending enough time on homework. 



 

 ALL SAINTS’  
Homework Examples 

This piece of homework meets many of the  

criteria outlined on the previous page. 

• Homework is dated. 

• Homework is in the back of student  

 exercise book. 

• There is a clear title to make the focus of 

 the homework is clear. 

• There are clear headings to identify the 

 different aspects of the homework. 

• Key terminology and definitions are  

 underlined. 

• Student is making notes from their  

 absolute and using green pen to make any 

 alterations or improvements to notes  

 during the self-quizzing process. 

• The student applies their knowledge  

 summarised in sections 1 and 2, to  

 questions in sections 3 and 4. 

• The questions may be set by the teacher 

 or the student can set their own questions 

 to test their knowledge is secure. 

 

This example is an effective structure for  

self-quizzing homework as it includes -: 

• A section for students to summarise the 

 information from the All Saints’ absolute  

 (top-left). 

• Students are not expected to copy  

 information from the absolutes but to read 

 them and try to write the information they 

 can remember. 

• The student in the top-right section has 

 covered their notes in the top-left section 

 and compared back to the information on 

 the absolute. Any corrections to mistakes 

 or misconceptions have been made in 

 green pen. 

• The notes are followed by quiz questions 

 and answers in the bottom two sections, 

 so the students can be tested by  

 themselves or others on the security of 

 their knowledge. 



 

 ALL SAINTS’  
Absolutes 

All Saints’ Absolutes (ASA’s) specify the core knowledge needed for students to be able to grasp the key 

elements of a unit within a subject. The ASA’s for each subject can be found on 

the school website using the QR.  

ASA’s are often structured with key information and questions for students to 

attempt to test their knowledge. 

Students will usually be asked to self-quiz on specific sections of an ASA for homework and / or attempt 

practice questions linked to the appropriate absolute. 

ASA’s are given to students each term and they should be brought into every lesson and be placed on  

student desks. Students should keep their ASA’s in their learning packs, along with their mini whiteboards 

and student organiser. Students should always keep their ASA’s from previous terms and academic years in 

a safe place as they will prove vital in supporting revision. As the GCSE journey takes 3 years, the ASA’s built 

up over time will act as a summary of revision notes built in chronological order, following the delivery of 

each unit within a subject. Should students lose their ASA pack, they will need to get a replacement from 

their Year Progress Leader. 



 

 ALL SAINTS’  
Revision 

The ‘homework and revision’ section of the school website (scan the QR code) contains 
three video clips showing Mr Hutchinson modelling different revision techniques.  
These should provide a useful ‘how to’ guide for students and parents on some of the 
key revision approaches. The recommended revision guides for Year 11 (and any GCSE 
student from Year 9 upwards) can also be found in this section. Revision guides contain 
excellent summaries of subject content reflected in exam board specifications.  
They also include exam style questions to allow students to test themselves on the  
revision they have completed. 

Furthermore, within this section, there is a PowerPoint presentation with voiceover which provides  
students and parents with useful advice about revision, preparation for exams and tips for keeping healthy 
during the stressful exam period. It would be useful for parents to access this video and listen to the advice 
the school is giving to students about how to prepare for their exams and the section below outlines some 
means that parents can use to support their child with homework and revision. 

 
The role of parents 
Parents have a fundamental role in supporting 
their child with homework and revision and this 
can be achieved in a number of ways including -: 

• Provide an appropriate place for a child to 

complete homework. This needs to be 

away from any distractions. 

• Make it clear to children that they value 

homework and support the school in 

showing how it can help them make  

progress. 

• Give their child praise for the completion 

of homework at a high standard. 

• Ensure that their child is spending an appropriate amount of time completing homework 

• Check their child’s organiser to ensure that homework is being recorded and to access any messages 

given from teachers or form tutors. 

• Liaise with the form tutor of their child, should there be any questions about homework or revision 

activities set. This could take place by telephoning the school, writing a message in your child’s  

organiser or emailing the teacher or Curriculum Leader for the subject (if the question is curriculum 

related). 

• Support the school when sanctions are provided to students who have not completed homework to 

the standard set or handed homework in late, as outlined in the school behaviour policy. 

• Be a ‘study buddy’ and test your child on the self-quizzing questions they have created. 

• Use some of the expectations outlined in this document to check your child’s homework and ensure 

that the presentation, structure and depth of their homework or revision notes are appropriate. 



 

 ALL SAINTS’  
How you can help us support your child 

Be aware of what your child has to do in examinations 
A range of key information can be found through the school website to help you understand 

the type of exams your child will be sitting, the dates of the exams and the information they 

will have to revise. This can be found in the following places: 

• Examination dates – school website 

• Past exam papers and mark schemes – school VLE (school log in needed) in individual  

subject areas 

• Exam specification and syllabus – school VLE in individual subject areas 

It is recommended that you familiarise yourself with the dates of each exam your child has 

and the way they will be assessed to help your child in the creation of a revision timetable. 

The following link can help you create an exam  

timetable with your child  

https://getrevising.co.uk/planner 

Help organise and monitor revision 

Revision for exams should be started as soon as possible as there will be many subjects to 

revise all at once by the time your child reaches the end of Year 11. By helping your child  

create a revision timetable, which allocates time for revision for each subject they study on a 

weekly basis, you are giving them the best 

chance to learn the skills and content they 

need to be successful in their exams.  

This timetable should be created at least 2 

months before the exam period and  

preferably earlier. It is important that your 

child sticks to the timetable set but also 

that they have enough time to enjoy any 

outside interests as a work-life balance is 

essential for students in such a stressful 

period. 

https://getrevising.co.uk/planner


 

 ALL SAINTS’  
How you can help us support your child 

Be a study buddy 
Try to support your child’s  

revision in any way you can. 

Some recommended ways  

include buying recommended  

revision guides for each subject 

(your child can find the names of these from the VLE or from their class teacher), helping your 

child produce revision notes such as mind maps and flash cards and by testing your child on 

the revision notes they have produced. Also by monitoring your child’s revision timetable and  

ensuring that they are having the right balance between work and rest you are having a  

positive influence on your child’s preparation for exams.  

Finally, encourage your child to make use of the various after-school homework and  

revision clubs that are provided. The days when these sessions are run can be found on the 

school website or alternatively ask your child’s class teacher when these sessions take place. 

On Exam Day 

You can do a lot to help 

your child  

prepare for exam days: 

• Make sure the alarm 

is set so they’re not 

rushing and have time 

to eat breakfast. 

• Encourage them to 

take five minutes to 

check they have  

everything they need, 

like extra pens and 

pencils, calculators 

and maths equipment. 

If they have a mobile 

phone, remind them 

not to take it with 

them into exam room. 

• Say: “Don’t panic, 

don’t worry - just do 

your best.” Tell them 

to say it to themselves 

during an exam.  



 

 ALL SAINTS’  
How you can help us support your child 

Attend Parents’ Evening 
This is a very important evening where you can discuss 

your child’s progress with each of their teachers and 

you may find some useful information about the  

performance and attitude to learning of your child  

within school. Your child’s teachers will have some  

useful ideas on how you can help your child raise their 

achievement in each subject. 

 

Provide an appropriate learning environment 

Students are able to concentrate on their work better in quiet and well-lit places away from 

distractions such as TV and social media. Try to support your child’s independent learning by 

ensuring they have, where possible, a table and desk with a  

supply of stationery and ICT access if at all possible as this is often 

required for research. If appropriate, check-in times may be a useful 

way to see how your child is progressing with their studies and you 

may wish to read through their homework to check on quality.  

Folders and shelves to help your child organise their books and 

notes are also important to purchase as neatly stored books and  

resources are less likely to get lost and can be found easily when 

revising. 

Ask Questions 

Parents should ask their child about their learning  

whenever possible.  

This will help you get a picture of your child’s interests but 

also may give you clues about their study habits and areas 

where they feel less confident and need support. If you can 

establish any problems your child is having with school or particular subjects you can then  

provide support by working through tasks together, buying study aids such as revision 

guides or by contacting your child’s teacher for advice.  

Attendance 
It is essential that your child attends school as much as  

possible so they do not fall behind with the content in 

each subject. If your child is off school for any reason 

then actively encourage them to collect the work they 

have missed and catch it up. Try to avoid holidays in 

term time as this will mean your child missing large  

sections of their syllabus which can be especially  

damaging to exam performance in Key Stage 4 and Key Stage 5  



 

 ALL SAINTS’  
How you can help us support your child 

Show a positive attitude to education 

A positive attitude to education shown in the home can 

have a valuable impact on your child. If a student  

understands the value of education and the opportunities 

it can bring then they are more likely to strive for  

success. Talk to your child about their ambitions and  

potential careers and start to research with them the  

academic qualifications they may need and any outside 

experiences that could help them work towards their 

goal. Positive role models amongst friends and family 

may also be a method to raise your child’s motivation for 

learning by seeing examples of where people have  

become successful through their application to education. 

 

Give your child the chance to be independent 

Encourage your child to be responsible for organising themselves for school by making them 

sort out their equipment and school bag in the evening. It may be useful to make a list of what 

needs to be packed each day by looking at your child’s timetable so they can see the books 

they need. Also giving chores around the home or a part-time job such as a paper round can 

help build up your child’s sense of independence and belief that they can take responsibility 

for things. This can then have a positive impact with students showing a more responsible  

academic attitude in relation to completing independent learning activities. 

Read in front of your child 

Students need positive role models when it comes to reading. Try and 

nurture an interest in reading within your child by reading in front of 

them and buying books (often books linked to film, sport and TV  

appeal to boys initially) for your child. The same applies for  

expanding your child’s interest in current affairs by watching the 

news together or buying newspapers and discussing their contents 

with your child. There is a clear link between children’s literacy skills 

and the amount of independent reading they do so if you can support 

this in any way that would be beneficial. Boys in particular value male role models with  

regards to reading. 
 

 

Encourage your child to take up outside interests 
Outside hobbies can have a positive impact on a child’s self-esteem and in turn a positive 

knock-on effect on their studies. Hobbies such as sports, music, art, drama or languages can 

help your child be creative, inquisitive and develop their independent thinking skills.  

The confidence that children get from participating in an outside interest can make them a 

more resilient learner and effective problem solver, which will help them with the demands 

placed on them in different subjects. 


